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oh please... answered 6 years ago

Advantages: 

1) Information on almost every subject imaginable. 
2) Powerful search engines 
3) Ability to do research from your home versus research libraries. 
4) Information at various levels of study. Everything from scholarly
articles to ones directed at children. 
5) Message boards where people can discuss ideas on any topic. Ability
to get wide range of opinions. People can find others that have a similar
interest in whatever they are interested in. 
6) The internet provides the ability of emails. Free mail service to
anyone in the country. 
7) Platform for products like SKYPE, which allow for holding a video
conference with anyone in the world who also has access. 
8) Friendships and love connections have been made over the internet
by people involved in love/passion over similar interests. 
9) Things such as Yahoo Answers and other sites where kids can have
readily available help for homework. 
10) News, of all kinds is available almost instantaneously. Commentary,
on that news, from every conceivable viewpoint is also available. 

Disadvantages: 

1) There is a lot of wrong information on the internet. Anyone can post
anything, and much of it is garbage. 
2) There are predators that hang out on the internet waiting to get
unsuspecting people in dangerous situations. 
3) Some people are getting addicted to the internet and thus causing
problems with their interactions of friends and loved ones. 
4) Pornography that can get in the hands of young children too easily. 
5) Easy to waste a lot of time on the internet. You can start surfing, and
then realize far more time has passed than you realized. Internet and
television together of added to the more sedentary lifestyles of people
which further exacerbates the obesity problem. 
6) Internet has a lot of "cheater" sites. People can buy essays and pass
them off as their own far more easily than they used to be able to do. 
7) There are a lot of unscrupulous businesses that have sprung up on
the internet to take advantage of people. 
8) Hackers can create viruses that can get into your personal computer
and ruin valuable data. 
9) Hackers can use the internet for identity theft. 
10) It can be quite depressing to be on the internet and realize just how
uneducated so many people have become in today's society.

Bhargav answered 10 months ago
Advantages: 

1) Faster Communication 
2) Abundant Information Resources 
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3) Inexhaustible Education 
4) Entertainment for Everyone 
5) Social Networking and Staying Connected 
6) Online Services and E-commerce 

Disadvantages of the Internet: 

1) Theft of Personal Information 
2) Spamming 
3) Malware Threats 
4) Age-inappropriate Content 
5) Social Isolation, Obesity, and Depression 

I hope you get the ans what you need. :)

Comment5 1

Vijay answered 12 months ago
1. Only 15+ should use the internet otherwise they will decrease their
creativity. 2. There is a lot of wrong information on the internet. Anyone
can post anything and much of it is garbage. 3. Internet has a lot of
cheater sites. 4. Hackers can create virus that can get into your personal
computer and delete valuable data. 5. Hackers can use the internet for
identity theft. 8. Easy to waste a lot of time on the internet. 9. Some
people getting addicted to the internet and thus causing problems with
their interaction of friends. 10. Dangerous for girls 
- See more at: http://www.klientsolutech.com/advantages...

Comment0 0

fairy answered 1 week ago
Advantages 
Communication 
Information 
Entertainment 
Services 

Disadvantages 
Theft of Personal information 
Spamming: 
Virus threat 

Source(s) 
http://smartbakhtar.com/software-develop...

stephanie answered 1 month ago
ADVANTAGES of the INTERNET: 

1. Easy and cheap communication 
Communicating with your friends and loved ones has been easy through
e-mail and social communication sites like Facebook and MySpace. You
don’t have to pay even a single cent just to chat with them because
these services are free of charge! 
2. Send small or big files with others easily! 
If you have to send a file, for example, a video to your friend who’s living
in other country, it isn’t practical nowadays to send him a package with
the video cd. Instead, you can send him the video from your e-mail, or
upload it in YouTube or other video sharing sites. 

3. Loads of information 
As I have mentioned earlier, internet has a lot of information that is very
essential for the students so they don’t have to buy books or go to the
library anymore. Search engines like Google and Yahoo! are always
available when you need them. 
3. Entertainment 
Entertainment is one of the most popular reasons why many people
prefer to surf the internet. There are a lot of games to play, videos to
watch, and etc. 
4. Services 
Internet is making our life a lot easier by offering different services like
online banking, online booking, hotel reservations, online shopping, and
many more! 
5. Earn money 
Aside from entertainment, internet also lets you earn money while at the
same time, enjoying what you’re doing! Like me, I’m a blogger and I love
what I’m doing, and at the same time, I earn money. 
6. Promote your product 
Internet is one of the best and cheapest ways to promote your business
or product. Starting from 10$, you can already have your own website
and start reaching your potential customers. You can also use Multiply or
Blogger if you don’t want to spend money for your website. 

DISADVANTAGES of INTERNET 
1. Virus Threat 
Most of the viruses came from the internet so be very careful when
visiting or downloading from a site. If you are using Firefox, you can
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install Web Of Trust add-on so you can get warnings about online
scams, sites with adult content, and spam. With this, you can help keep
your computer safe from online threats like spyware, adware, and
viruses. 
2. Theft of Personal Information 
If you use the internet, there is a great risk of stealing your personal
information such as name, address, credit card no., by those culprits. 
3. Spamming 
I guess I don’t have to explain this anymore, you’re already familiar with
this. 
4. PORNOGRAPHY 
This is probably the worst disadvantage of the internet especially for the
parents who have kids.

Comment1 2

Iconshadow answered 2 months ago
Yes, the Internet is indeed spectacular. But, as the saying goes, "Behind
every silver lining ..." There are several problems associated with the
Internet. It allegedly opens the world to everyone, regardless of race,
creed, sex, etc. But despite lowering costs of necessary technological
equipment and the advent of Web TV, not everyone can afford to go
online.

Comment1 1

Pearl answered 2 months ago
advantages 
download books music etc 
recieve data 
online shopping 
emails 
social media(staying connected) 
get info on almost anything in the world 
homework research 
watch live and streaming video's 
free bussines advertisement 

disadvantages 
virus 
identity theft 
bad videos n pics 
spamming 
family disconnection 
obsecity 
cyber bullying 
catfish 
fruad 
social medias( good and bad) meet people with a fake identity 

oh btw im 12 and answering this... 

peace out naya!! 
n.w.h

Comment3 4

VARADAN answered 4 months ago
it has good and bad things

Comment1 3

Azamuddin Mohammed answered 5 months ago
solf all problem

Comment0 2

Luke answered 3 months ago
Hi there, 
To start making money as a freelance writer, 
You have to check this offer http://www.goobypls.com/r/rd.asp?gid=292 
Have a nice day

Sign In to add your answer

Charissa answered 8 months ago
advantages is you can communicate and its easy to search or gather
information. 
while disadvantages you can get an information whose not applicable for
the young once...
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Comment3 2

Comment2 2

Boop...testing. answered 6 years ago
Advantages: 
Easy access to information 
Can be used to communicate 
Allows online voting 
Allows shopping online 

..thinking of more...

Comment6 1

OLAJIDE EMMANUEL answered 9 months ago
advantages of internet 
it gives room for learning. 
it can be used as online business and to meet new friends. 
easy access to all information. 
Provides latest news and online reference. 
Provides commerce services like online shopping etc. 
Provides jobs to people who want to make money online like buy and
sell services, blogs and web design.

Comment5 6

belle answered 6 years ago
-Advantages- 
-Data- and information-rich, including a range of media 
-Anyone can publish online (tripod.com and other hosting sites) 
-Learners can become researchers because of easier access to data 
-Search engines that are fast and powerful 
-Easy to use 
-Smaller, faster, cheaper all the time 
-Ability to link to people and places immediately 
-Global dissemination of information 
-Motivation for students in sharing their work online with the world 

-limitations- 
-Knowledge-poor; information overload 
-No librarians for quality control (with some exceptions, like KidsClick!
and other sites for children) 
-Need for quality control in the data that students find and use 
-Search engines that show results based on who pays the most 
-Not enough training for effective use 
-Push to upgrade constantly 
-Speed takes precedence over quality 
-Risk of a growing information gap between haves and have-nots 
-Copyright issues - it's easy to get caught, so teachers need to make
sure their students follow the rules

Source(s):
http://oregonstate.edu/~healeyd/upc/advd...
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